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MicroQuarz® is characterised by the 
application of several layers of a mineral 
mortar that constitute a natural finish, with a 
cementitious appearance where the design of 
the artisan decorator can be appreciated. It is 
more flexible, waterproof and easier to apply 
than conventional microcement.

MicroQuarz® with the possibility of designs: 
smooth, cloudy or structured, matt, satin or 
gloss.

MicroQuarz® is 
a sustainable 
continuous 
mineral coating



MicroQuarz® is not 
a microcement

Decoraciones Chris

• It is more flexible than microcement, 
ideal for situations where there is flexion  
in the floor slabs.

• More sustainable than microcement, 
with low VOC content and without 
cement.

• More waterproof than microcement, we 
can use it on exterior façades without the 
need to use a varnish to waterproof it

• It is anti-mould, ideal for situations where 
there is damp due to condensation and 
in bathrooms.



MicroQuarz® is an innovative product that offers a pleasant tactile 
experience in its finish. Unlike other cold surfaces, MicroQuarz® feels 
warm to the touch, making it the ideal choice for indoor situations 
where comfort is maximised.

Its soft and warm texture creates a cosy atmosphere that invites 
you to relax and enjoy the space.

It is the perfect choice for those looking to combine comfort with 
beauty and durability.

MicroQuarz® is an elegant 
and functional solution 
for your construction or 
renovation projects



With a natural finish, it is a continuous wall and floor covering where 
you can choose from a wide range of colours, metallic finishes, textures 
and designs where imagination is your universe. It can be applied both 
indoors and outdoors.

Design your spaces to measure

• Ideal solution for vertical and horizontal surfaces and furniture.

• Suitable for shower areas.   

• It can be applied directly on any type of support: plaster, mortar, 
cement, ceramic, plasterboard, stoneware, etc.

• Maximum thickness of 3 millimetres.

• Wide range of colours and infinite finishing effects.

• Water-based mineral product.

• Quick application without building work, indoors and outdoors.

• Matt, satin and gloss finishes.

• Suitable for facades.

• Suitable for application on underfloor heating.

MicroQuarz® PROPERTIES
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MicroQuarz® CLASSIC  
A classic that does not go 
out of styles

It is used in refurbishments and new buildings. In recent 
years it has become a material in great demand by 
architects and interior designers. 

• Adherence
• Impermeability
• Flexibility
• Low thickness

A smooth and uniform finish can be achieved where no 
water or textures can be seen. Or on the contrary, it is 
possible to achieve all the textures and waters that our 
creativity can lead us to.

Neo Form Mallorca S.L.
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Range of 
MicroQuarz® 
Systems



MicroQuarz® Hard Transit
For high traffic floors

MicroQuarz® Hard Transit, is designed for high-traffic 
spaces.  It has increased scratch resistance and can 
withstand dense flow. Compared to MicroQuarz® 
Classic, it has a more uniform and lightly textured 
appearance.

   MicroQuarz®   
The natural essence 
of polished concrete

MicroQuarz® Nature is formulated to create a 
surface with the look of polished concrete. Without 

the need to make a high thickness concrete. 

You can also achieve textures, designs with 
templates and unique colour combinations that 
will make the difference in your walls and floors.



MicroQuarz® 
Unity is strength
MicroQuarz® Terra combines all the advantages 
of MicroQuarz® with a balanced selection 
of coloured particles, expanding the design 
possibilities in continuous floor, wall and furniture 
coverings. At only 3 mm thick, MicroQuarz® Terra is 
the perfect element to renovate any room in the 
home.

You can combine the five 
decorative elements: Earth, 
Wood, Fire, Water or Metal with 
our 48-colour MicroQuarz® 
colour chart. Ideal for extending 
your designs on floors, stairs, 
countertops, furniture and walls



MicroQuarz® Hard Transit XL  
The strength of nature
MicroQuarz® Hard Transit XL focuses on its mineral 
composition to achieve the most demanding results in 
a continuous coating. Strength, resilience and natural 
heart in a single concept.

3 times more robust spherical quartz
More mineral texture
No need to apply Finish Primer
Finish Radiant can be applied by troweling

STRONG
Its strength is due to its unique composition, which 
gives it exceptional resistance. The choice of a 
spherical quartz contributes to a better distribution of 
the loads resulting in a higher compressive strength 
than its little brother MicroQuarz® Hard Transit.

RESISTANT
The quartz selected for the MicroQuarz® Hard Transit XL 
is three times more robust than the traditional version, 
this variation gives it greater resistance to abrasion, 
ideal for demanding situations.

NATURAL
MicroQuarz® Hard Transit XL, has a soft and comfortable 
texture, but at the same time lets you feel its mineral 
core when you touch it. The strength of quartz is 
present in its surface and gives it the most mineral 
texture of the entire MicroQuarz® Hard Transit XL range.



MicroQuarz®
is waterproof
and very hygienic

Spaces of 
inspiration



MicroQuarz® is non-slip, 
ideal for the wet area of the 
bathroom in the bathroom

Decoraciones Chris

EASY AND FAST APPLICATION
MicroQuarz® can be applied directly to almost any 
surface, thus avoiding the need to remove the base 
material. In this way, we do not generate debris, noise 
or the always annoying dust. In addition, it reduces 
application times by 70% compared to traditional 
microcement, allowing us to have a cleaner work sooner.

HEALTHY BATHROOM
Spaces coated with MicroQuarz® are continuously 
applied, so that the lack of joints prevents the 
accumulation of dirt and mould.

BATHROOMS

• Easy to renew or change as MicroQuarz® can change 
colour by applying another coat.  

• Easy to clean. A damp cloth will do the job. It is seamless 
and mould-free. 

• Only a few millimetres of thickness are lost. 

• No heavy machinery is required for installation.

ADVANTAGES OF MicroQuarz® IN THE BATHROOM



EASY MAINTENANCE
MicroQuarz® does not need seals, which 
makes it very easy to maintain. The only 
requirement is to always use PH-neutral 
cleaning products, including kitchen 
degreasers or floor cleaners.

It is not recommended to use aggressive 
products such as ammonia or other 
agents that may attack the protective 
layer of the coatings.

KITCHENS

MicroQuarz®

and resistance
in the kitchen

Neo Form Mallorca S.L.

security



Decoraciones Chris

Davide Palma | Milán, Italy

Project by Ivory Homes | Installer Raphael Pinto

• There is no need for major building work to install it. 

• It allows us to give colour to the kitchen in a 
multitude of shades and textures. 

• Maximum hygiene. As it is continuously applied, it has 
no joints and avoids the accumulation of dirt. 

• It is heat resistant. Ideal for the front of the worktop.

ADVANTAGES OF MicroQuarz® IN THE KITCHEN



MicroQuarz®
creates continuity

of greater amplitude

in the spaces
giving the sensation

Project by Sanmartín Guix
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Decoraciones Chris

A MATERIAL THAT TOTALLY 
PERSONALISES ENVIRONMENTS
With MicroQuarz® you can 
personalise your floors and walls 
so that they fit in perfectly with 
the rest of the decoration.

You can choose between colours, 
textures and metallics. All this, 
together with the decorator’s 
inspiration, will give charm and 
warmth to your rooms.

FLOORS



Neo Form Mallorca S.L.

Choose neutral colours

go out of style

is a good option
for space that do not



MicroQuarz® is a 
good heat transmitter. 
And it is perfect for 
floors with radiant 
heating systems Decoraciones Chris

Decoraciones Chris Project by Ivory Homes | Installer Raphael Pinto



Combining MicroQuarz®
with other materials
as wood, will give spaces
warmth and modernity



Minirali | Hamburg, Germany

USED PRODUCT
· PrimerQuarz
· Mesh 80gr
· MicroQuarz® Hard Base
· MicroQuarz® Base
· MicroQuarz® Fine
· Primer Finish
· Finish W TRP RADIANT

MicroQuarz® Classic

FLOORS



Davide Palma | Milán, Italy



USED PRODUCT
· MicroQuarz® Nature
· Gel Metallic Effect 
************
· Level TRP
· Finish W TRP Radiant

Free Style Floor

FLOORS



Unique walls
that attract attention



WALLS COME TO LIFE
With MicroQuarz® renew the walls of 
your home, create friendly and practical 
spaces, full of warmth and modernity.

Endless finishing effects to give a 
personalized touch to spaces.

Project by Ivory Homes | Installer Raphael Pinto



A smooth balance between

and floors

matter and a metallised 
effect for your walls



A PERFECT FINISH
Water-based polyurethane gel, available in metallic colors, ideal 
for glazes that provide a deep and natural look to the most artistic 
creations on walls and floors.

Also used as a metallic coating in decorative applications for walls 
and floors.

PROPERTIES
• Easy application
• Washable
• Water-based product
• Great decorative value
• Easy cleaning

Gel Metallic Effect

WALLS



We are a company committed to the 
preservation of the environment.

All our products are water-based and 
do not release any type of polluting 
vapour into the atmosphere during 
application. 

Furthermore, with the application of 
MicroQuarz®, as it is not necessary 
to remove tiles, we avoid a large 
amount of debris, contributing to the 
environmental cause. 

MicroQuarz® is ready to use and does 
not generate waste on site that can 
affect the accumulation of waste.

MicroQuarz® is a sustainable
and environmentally
responsible material



Colour chart
48 READY TO USE COLOURS
MicroQuarz® is available in 48 colours.

From pastel colours to intense shades, and different 
shades can be mixed on the same surface to achieve 
wonderful effects. 

* Bespoke and custom colours available in   
NSC and RAL colours.

View the colour chart >>
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